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Welcome!

by Erik A. Johnstone, Doshi, Shindokan Budo Dojo, Kagami Editor

Welcome to the Fall 2015 Issue of Kagami! Here in the Northeast, we are experiencing a glorious autumn, with bright sunny days and
brilliant colours as the leaves put on yet another incredible display! But those days go fast at this time of year, and while we’ve already
had a hint of snow here, it will be flying (for some of us!) in earnest before we know it.
Speaking of things coming up quickly, the 2015 KNBK Gasshuku, to be held at Split Rock Lodge & Resort in the beautiful Pocono
Mountains of northeastern Pennsylvania is right around the corner! The Gasshuku will be from November 20 through the 22nd, but
it’s not too late to register, so if you have not yet done so, please register at knbk.org! Please remember that this is not a Koshukai
(instructor training) event, but rather is an event that offers training for all practitioners at all levels of experience, in all disciplines
represented by the KNBK, including Iaijutsu, Kenjutsu, Jojutsu, and Karate-do. Participants may train in all arts, or a few, or even focus
on one if they so desire!
Please also remember to register for the celebratory banquet, to be held on Saturday evening, November 21st! Also, rooms had been
reserved at Split Rock Lodge & Resort for a reduced rate, but at this point in time, we recommend that you check with them for
availability.
This is sure to be a great weekend of Budo training and camaraderie! We look forward to seeing you next month!
As for this issue of Kagami, you will notice that this time, most articles specifically pertain to KNBK-related events and seminars that
were held in various locations, dating from last spring until very recently. As such, they have been arranged in chronological order.
We thank everyone who contributed their time and effort in preparing articles for this issue. As ever, each one of you is invited to
contribute your thoughts and experiences regarding training and events associated with the KNBK and look forward to including them
in upcoming issues.

Just when my longing to see
The moon over Kyoto
One last time grows deepest,
The moon I behold this autumn night
Leaves me sleepless for its beauty.
Dogen
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Greater Than the Sum of Its Parts
by Ryan Marston - Bakersfield Budo

Time moved swiftly both coming to and going from the
5th American Butoku Sai and Gasshuku in Virginia Beach,
Virginia this past March. Rush to the airport. Rush to the
hotel. Rush to the meetings and greetings. Rush to dinner.
Rush to sleep. Rush through sleep then rush to breakfast.
Rush through breakfast to then rush to gather. Then there
were the drills. Sweaty, seemingly unending drills indoors.
Punch, punch. Kick, kick. Punch, kick, punch, kick. Over and
over again with the only respite in the form of a brisk run
to the frigid ocean for more drills. Details, details, protocol,
protocol. Mind the details in your protocol. Every action
must be deliberate, correct and unwavering. Feet together.
Bow to Sensei. Is he a Sensei? Bow to him anyway. Could
that 13-year-old be a Sensei? Better bow just to make sure.
Our days were ruled by a rigid schedule; its rigidity derived
not from protocol or executive decision but rather from
the sheer pressure of compressing the activities, events
and responsibilities demanded of us into the limited time
available. Rather than simply moving from one place
or another, one responsibility or another; this pressure
pushed us from place to place, guiding our movements
while disguising itself as autonomous choice. The carpeted
hallways, stairways and elevators acted as pipes and
conduit allowing the pressure to move us from place to
place as needed.
Thursday morning, we were piped to the doors of a divided
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hotel conference room. After passing through the doors
of the makeshift dojo, we flowed over the commercial
patterned carpet and spilled into the room. Something
changed. Time seemed to slow to a cadence foreign from
the pressurized existence we had exeunted just moments
before. The world faded away with only the singular voice
of Scrivens Sensei inside my mind introducing us to the
world of Muso Shinden Ryu.
The sum of the International Division of the Dai Nipon
Butoku Kai pooled in this room to study a sword lineage
different from our own taught by a Sensei unfamiliar to
us. I and several others were placed under the expert
tutelage of Scrivens Sensei, 7th dan Muso Shinden Ryu.
Although our exposure to Muso Shinden Ryu was brief
and abbreviated, exposure to its riai helped catalyze my
imagination and refine my perspective of our own riai in
Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu. It was especially enlightening
to learn and experience how particular riai shared with
Eishin Ryu were reflected in the waza of Shinden Ryu. In
the differences a wealth of knowledge could be gleaned.
Such enlightenment was only made possible by the time
taken, the detailed explanations given and the patience
held by Scrivens Sensei.
As we left guardianship of the Sensei in the International
Division, we flowed back to the main dojo and flooded
together again to commence Gasshuku. Here we trained
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to work as a single unit; one time as a single breath or
wind when tasked to extinguish candle flames using
only our collective and synchronized movement. As we
would learn, this was merely a warm up to the greater
task demanded: unwavering endurance. Each session of
Gasshuku commenced or terminated with a jaunt to the
beach and into the Atlantic Ocean.
It was the middle of March in Virginia. It was cold, wet,
windy and dark. From the main dojo, we surged from the
hotel shouting out, “Aay, aay, oh!” down the carpeted
corridors and out into the frigid elements. My group made
our way over the hotel parking lot toward the beach,
our feet were stung and drained of heat by the asphalt
with every footfall. “Aay, aay, oh!” As we jogged down a
narrow concrete path to the sand, hotel on our left and
beach houses on our right, we quieted for a moment
out of respect for our neighbors. “aay, aay, oh…” My feet
became numb and somewhat useless as we arrived at
the sand; our bodies followed suit when hit by the chilling
wind. “Aay, aay, oh!” We regrouped at the water’s edge,
running in place and crowding together for warmth. “Aay,
aay, oh!” There we continued our Gasshuku; punching to
the rhythm of “Aay, aay, oh!” as we entered and retreated
from the icy waves of the Atlantic.
We waited for the sunrise. As the first beams of sunlight
penetrated the clouds on the horizon, our chant
ceased, replaced by a collective yell directed out over
the ocean. As the sun showed itself, the group burst
into applause and elation. For that moment, the bodily
weaknesses that transfixed my mind along the journey
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to this point seemed peripheral now. The world expanded
from my singular perspective and for the first time since
the commencement of our frosty jog. My eyes scanned
around making me aware of the massive group surrounding
me; many parts working simultaneously to create a single
unified organism. I felt connected to the people surrounding
to me regardless of them being unfamiliar to me. In a wave
as gigantic as the ones crashing against our feet and bodies,
the group turned toward the hotel and began our recession
back. “Aay, aay, oh!”
Enduring through the expeditious and constant trials
requisite to the 5th American Butoku Sai and Gasshuku
bloomed something inside us all that was greater than the
sum of the blatant and rote suffering we endured. By sharing,
what in retrospect was a miniscule amount of suffering and
discomfort, we forged a sense of fearlessness in ourselves
derived from knowing intimately the amount of punishment
our bodies and mind could endure and yet still be able to
joke about later over drinks. Our shared experiences also
created subtle bonds between strangers with the potential
to instantly connect one and another upon meeting, and
forged strong bonds between old and new KNBK family. In
our shared and greatly lamented stress and suffering, my
companions and I shared the same conclusion: this event
was nearly unbearable at times but worth every moment
endured.
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Words of Compassion

Memories of a Moment with Masayuki
Shimabukuro Hanshi

by Martin Garcia Sensei - Kaizen Dojo

My students and I attended the Second Annual Masayuki Shimabukuro Memorial Budo Festival, held in San Diego, California
at the San Diego Buddhist Church last April. The seminar was lead by Carl E. Long, Hanshi, 22nd Generation Soshihan of Seito
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iai-Heiho. One of the things that I found interesting and that inspired me was the personal story that
Long Sensei related about his experience with Masayuki Shimabukuro, Hanshi, 21st Generation Soshihan, from whom Long
Sensei inherited this budo tradition. His story inspired me to write about my own experience with Shimabukuro Sensei.
Shimabukuro Sensei would come once a month to either the Pasadena Dojo or the Glendora dojo on Sunday to teach a
three hour intensive class. I was feeling depressed on one particular Sunday when Shimabukuro Sensei was to teach at the
Glendora Dojo, but I didn’t want to miss the opportunity to train with, so despite my feelings, I decided to attend the class.
I guess Sensei could sense that something was not right with me, and during our break he took the time to ask me what
was wrong. I told him that my son had been diagnosed with cancer. Both my son and I had been his students from the time
when my son was about ten years old and was too small to use a katana or bokken and therefore had to use a kodachi. When
Sensei heard this, tears welled up in his eyes. This was the first time I had seen such emotions from our teacher. I will always
remember the words that Shimabukuro Sensei said to me. He told me “You must be strong for your son; you must give him
your strength; you must be with him...don’t let him give up. And pray.” Sensei said that he was going to chant for my son.
My son won that first battle with cancer, and fought it off again for a second time. He is now in remission and is graduating
from college with a degree in engineering this coming December. I still go with my son to all his doctor’s appointments...and
I am always reminded of Shimabukuro’s Sensei’s deeply caring and compassion words to me. I will always remember his
compassion and I will continue to thank and pray for Shimabukuro Sensei.
I hope that others will continue to share their stories about their experiences our beloved Teacher.
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Reiho

Thoughts from the Bakersfield Budo
Spring 2015 Gasshuku and Koshukai

By Jen Hooper, Sensei - Central Coast Iaido

The annual Spring Gasshuku and Koshukai for the West
Coast was held over the weekend of May 15th through
May 17th, 2015 at Bakersfield Budo, in Bakersfield,
California, hosted by Robin Ramirez, Shushi. We were very
fortunate that Carl E. Long, Hanshi/ Soshihan returned to
California to teach at this annual event. Students from all
over California attended, from San Diego to Sacramento.
Both returning and new students worked diligently and
demonstrated strong enthusiasm throughout the entire
weekend.
This year’s Gasshuku offered further exploration into a
wide range of aspects of our tradition, including Saho and
Reiho, Kihon, Omori Ryu Seiza Waza, Chuden Tatehiza
Waza, Okuden Tachi Waza, Okuden Suwari Waza, Bangai
no Bu and Tachiuchi no Kurai. Reflecting the progress of
the participants, the range of waza and kata covered at
this event has been increasing over the past few years,
allowing us to proceed to more advanced material. Both
new students and long-time students had the opportunity
to train in advanced techniques. With Sensei providing
insightful bunkai, precise clarification for advanced
students, and fundamental corrections for new students,
he gave both group and individual critiques for all levels.
While we trained at a higher level than the previous year, I
noted that we spent nearly an hour on reiho. We can often
be so intent in our focus on waza that we seem to take
for granted, perhaps thinking of reiho merely as a required
obligation. However, reiho is essential to put us in a
proper state of mind. It is an opportunity to show our deep
respect and sincere appreciation. This outward respect
must be a reflection of who we are within. It must be felt
within the budoka; an inward attitude of deference. It’s
our opportunity to show respect for our past and present
teachers, to our dojo, to our sword, and to ourselves. Proper
etiquette needs to be practiced with the same level of focus
that goes into our waza and kenjutsu. The aspects of reiho
- respect, appreciation, sincerity - should come from the
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heart and bleed into ones everyday life. By taking the
time to show our respect, this habitual action can come
to be reflected in our identity, and its practice makes
us aware of it outside the dojo. Each of us can become
more respectful and considerate individuals through
the wholehearted immersion in the repeated practice
of respectful conduct. At times in daily life, respect can
be a real struggle, but over the years I have noticed in
myself a developing and deepening respect for an ever
increasing number of things. It has also resulted in my
having a deeper sense of appreciation and gratitude
for others, while at the same time has allowed be to
develop more patience, which is something that many
of us can use much more of, both in and out of the dojo.
It is important to take time to practice reiho, for while
we may not always be able to practice waza at home,
reiho, in one form or another, is certainly one practice
that everyone can engage in, no matter where one is.
My students have commented on the excellent teachings
that they absorb from Gasshuku; while they often feel
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of information at
these events, they come back to our dojo with significant
improvement every year. They also bring back a marked
increase in enthusiasm and effort, showing up with
more commitment to practice and with a higher focus.
In fact, in the next class back at our dojo following the
Gasshuku, I arrived to find that my students had showed
up early and were practicing reiho on their own. It is
very encouraging to have budoka that are so dedicated
to our art.
As said in Flashing Steel, “Rei ni Hajimari, rei ni owaru:
Everything begins and ends with respect.”
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A Weekend of Training at the KNBK UK Gasshuku
By Robert Morris Doshi - Samurai Arts of El Cajon

Over the weekend of the 23rd and 24th of May, 2015, Jason
Hulott Sensei hosted the 2015 UK KNBK Iaijutsu Seminar at
Hartsdown Leisure Centre in Margate Kent. The event was
held over two days and was instructed by Carl Long Hanshi. It
was my pleasure to be able to attend this event for the second
year in a row.
For those who have never been to England, Margate is east of
London, on the English Channel. It is a beautiful area of rolling
hills covered in farm land and forest. The area has a rich
history. Margate has seen invasions by both the Romans and
Normans. The town where we stayed was Minster in Thanet.
Minster was founded in 670 AD as a monastic settlement and
has been continually occupied since then. With Dover and
Canterbury to the south, it was a wonderful place to study our
traditional arts.
The event started with the arrival of the participants. I was
the first to arrive on Wednesday after an adventure involving
canceled flights, a lost passport, missed trains and delays. Ask
me sometime and I’ll gladly regale you with my adventure.
I do want to thank Hulott Sensei for graciously rescuing me
from having to scramble for lodging in London that first night.
Several participants started arriving the next day followed by
Long Sensei, who arrived later in the evening.
I would like to take a moment to discuss a tip for those who
haven’t had to travel long distances for an event. Having
attended events in England and Japan as well as on both
coasts of the US, I’ve found it very useful to arrive at least
1 full day early for an event. Between jet lag; the inevitable
forgetting of stuff; travel delays; and lost luggage, you’ll be
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very grateful to have the extra time to prepare. I find that it
makes an event much more relaxing and fun if I’m rested
and de-stressed prior to the start of that event. In our case,
those who arrived early decided to go to Canterbury on
Friday. After a quiet morning of exploring, we returned to
the hotel and relaxed for the rest of the day. That evening
we got together with everyone who arrived on Friday for a
casual dinner.
Saturday was the first day of the seminar. Due to a scheduling
conflict we started in the afternoon and trained into the
evening. I found that this was a very pleasant turn of events.
We had a chance to sleep in and have a quiet morning
before we turned our attention to training. With our jet
lag greatly reduced, we really worked hard in our training.
There were 16 participants from across the European Union
and myself. During the day we covered Eishin Ryu Batto Ho
and Tachiuchi no Kurai. While most participants were fairly
familiar with Batto Ho waza, it was quickly apparent that
we would need to go through Tachiuchi no Kurai pretty
thoroughly. I’ve noted that in my own training that I don’t
practice katachi anywhere near as often as I should. Long
Sensei quickly had us working hard and we were much
improved by the time we finished for the day.
We had our official dinner at Table Table. There was good
food, good drink and lots of wonderful memories. I want
to note that sometimes there is a misunderstanding of why
we meet after training. Many of the newer students tend to
think that all training is done in the dojo. This is completely
incorrect. Only some of what we need to learn is found on
the dojo floor. A significant part of training happens when
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we get together in the evenings after practice. This is the time where we get to know each other as friends and family. It is where
Long Sensei and others get a chance to answer questions, discuss philosophy, and get to know each other as individuals.
This time creates bonds in a different way from the sharing sweat, and are in its own way is just as, if not more, important.
Sunday morning started with a review of Saturday’s curriculum. This took us through to lunch. After a brief lunch we then
tackled Chuden Tatehiza waza. Long Sensei broke us up into two groups. My group consisted of those who needed to do
standing waza. The other group contained everyone else, with Mebis Sensei demonstrating and Long Sensei giving corrections.
The rest of the day was spent going in depth into Chuden waza. By the end of the day everyone was exhausted but there was
a noticeable improvement. There were several announcements at the end, including the upcoming Gasshuku at Hombu
in November and that Long Sensei would not be in Belgium in October. Thus ended the seminar… and given that we had
worked very hard we were happy to have made it through.
On our last night together, we all gathered at a local place called the Grove Ferry Inn. It used to be a ferry depot and over time
had been converted into a restaurant. We spent the evening in a large room to ourselves. The food was great and we all had
a good time. Afterwards a group of us gathered at the hotel and sat around talking late into the evening.
The next day was spent seeing off friends on their journeys home. Long Sensei and I didn’t leave until Tuesday, so once
everyone was on their way we spent the afternoon with Hulott Sensei. There was Fish and Chips, and coffee above the bay.
The next day Hulott Sensei drove us to the airport and saw us safely on our way.
I would like to thank Hulott Sensei and his wife Stella for their wonderful hospitality. I would like thank all of the folks who
gave of their time to travel to Margate, and for their enthusiasm during training. And finally, To Long Sensei, Thank you.
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The Second UK KNBK Iaijutsu Seminar
by Jason Hullot, Sensei - Nishimon Dojo

The members of the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai here in the
United Kingdom were proud to host our Second UK KNBK
Iaijutsu Seminar with Carl Long Hanshi this past May. This year
we had a flying visit from Long Sensei as he had obligations
both in the UK for this seminar as well as in Italy for the Onoha Itto Ryu Kenjutsu seminar with Takemi Sasamori Soke ten
days later. As such,his trip was was somewhat shortened to
allow him time to get back to the United Stated before making
the return trip to Europe.
On Hanshi’s first day we managed to take in some sightseeing
and visited Canterbury Cathedral and the city itself. We
stopped for lunch next to the river and sat watching unagi
swimming up and down, as well as boats of tourists on history
tours. Hopefully everyone who came had a good day.
The biggest thing that happened before the seminar started
on the Saturday was we had an earthquake. Well apparently,
we had an earthquake; I slept through it.

Hanshi and other US members over for a longer period of
time as there is always so much to learn and the quality of
the teaching and answering all our questions patiently.
With the Dai Nippon Butoku Kai World Butoku Sai in Kyoto
in 201, we will not be holding a UK KNBK Seminar in 2016
but there are plans for regional gatherings as the UK family
grows.
The next time anyone from Europe will be able to receive
training directly from Long Hanshi will be at Hombu for the
KNBK and instructors seminar in November.
Again I want to personally thank Long Hanshi and Morris
Doshi for travelling across the globe to our little part of the
world. Even more so as they had been before and still they
came back. I look forward to training with everyone else at
some point in the future and look to host something in the
UK in the future.

Saturday 23rd May saw the start of the second UK Iaijutsu
seminar hosted by the KNBK, taught by Long Hanshi, and
assisted by Marc Mebis Doshi and Bob Morris Doshi. As in
the previous year’s event, we had attendees from the UK,
Belgium, Spain, Gibraltar, and the USA. It was great to see
so many practioners of Iaijutsu from inside and outside the
organization come together, train together and become part
of the family.
Over the course of the weekend we covered the Eishin Ryu
Battoho, Omori Ryu (Shoden Waza) and some of the Hasagawa
Eishin Ryu (Chuden Waza). Oh yes, we all love tatehiza. We also
managed to squeeze in some Katachi, which is something we
all enjoy but never seem to get enough practice in on this side
of the pond.
We had two great days training and I took away many details
to work on. Plus I have to learn to project my voice a bit more;
those who were there will know what I mean!
Outside of the training it was great to spend time with
everyone and the meals on the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
nights. Breaking bread is just as enjoyable as the training and
again, I always seem to come away with some new insight.
Also I think my wife enjoys the fact I can waffle on about
swords with other people so she doesn’t have to listen to it!
I want to thank everyone that took time out from their families
to come and train in the UK with us. I would love to have Long
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Sasamori Soke in Gradara, Italy
by Mark Mebis, Doshi - KNBK Europe

In June 2015, Carl Long, Hanshi, Kako Lee, Renshi, and Jason Hullot, Sensei from the United Kingdom, and I had the chance
to visit beautiful Gradara, Italy to attend an Ono Ha Itto Ryu Kenjutsu seminar with Takemi Sasamori, Soke. On this particular
occasion, Kawakami Sensei and Asai Sensei accompanied Sasamori Soke to assist in the instruction. It was a very intense
seminar in which we received meticulous instruction in the first 25 kumitachi, and closing the training with all participants
being asked to perform an Enbu in which we had to choose to demonstrate either the first kumitachi or the next ten kumitachi,
demonstrating both the shikata and uchikata roles.
As an aside, we were extremely thrilled to that Soke was making a trip to Europe for the third year in a row. I was able to train
under his guidance in Italy in 2013, and then again in June of 2014 in Pforzheim, Germany. Yabuki Sensei and Sekiguchi Sensei
accompanied him for that particular seminar, during which we trained intensively if the first 15 kumitachi.
Long Hanshi and Lee Renshi flew from the United States to Ireland where the took a connection to Bologna, Italy. I flew from
Brussels, Belgium where I met up with them for the 90 minute drive to Gabicce Mare, where we stayed in a hotel 300 feet
away from the beautiful Adriatic Sea. In the evening we went to Gradara Castle for dinner at a pizzeria where we were warmly
welcomed by some members of Ono Ha Itto Ryu Italy.
The seminar itself , which proved to be a very intensive four days of training, began on Friday. As was the case two years prior,
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there was a wonderful feeling shared between all the participants. It is difficult to describe the feelings that we had due to
warm way in which our Italian hosts welcomed us; it was as if we were long-lost family member who they had dearly missed.
Over the course of the seminar, everything was explained in Japanese and at the same time simultaneously translated into
both Italian and English by Koji Watanabe Sensei.
On Friday we received in-depth instruction in kihon and the first ten kumitachi, training in temperatures of 35° C (95°F). Within
minutes our keikogi were thoroughly soaked. We trained from 9:00 a.m. to 6:15 p.m., and were completely exhausted by the
end of the day. On Saturday after warming up (as if that was necessary with the scorching heat!) and reviewing the first ten
kumitachi, Sasamori Soke provided instruction in the kumitachi from 11 to 24. Once again, we were exhausted from a day of
training that went from 9:00 a.m. to 6:15 p.m..
We then took part in a special reception and a dinner with Sasamori Soke. At the dinner Long Hanshi was invited to sit beside
Soke at his table. The rest of us mingled with the other participants who had come from coming from the Belgium, Germany,
Ireland, Macedonia, Switzerland, the United States, and of course, Italy.
Sunday was the grand finale of the seminar, during which we practiced the kumitachi from 25 to 50. This was absolute unique
that the full series was shown outside of Japan! Following this, all participants performed embu for Sasamori Soke’s review.
To say that this seminar was rigourous is a great understatement. To quote Ishizaki Sensei, “the training was inhuman” and if
you compare it to the seminar two years earlier, during which we received training in the first 25 kumitachi over the course of
three days (with much lower temperatures!), you probably understand that training 50 kumitachi in four days, especially with
such hot weather, is simply brutal on the body and mind! As evidence, all one had to do was to look at the feet of many of the
participants, whose soles and toes were taped up because of extensive blistering!
It goes without saying that this was yet again a unique budo experience, and we look forward to further training opportunities
with Sasamori Soke in the future. Although Sasamori Soke has indicated that he will not do much intercontinental travel in the
future, plans are already set for him to teach another seminar in Europe next year, this time returning to Pforzheim, Germany.
I want to thank the people of Ono-ha Itto Ryu Italia once again for being such wonderful hosts. I also would like to thank Long
Hanshi and Lee Renshi for the good time we had together, and last but not least, all the participants and the partners I worked
with who helped me get through so many kumitachi.
I look forward to training in the coming months with with the people from the Belgium Ono-ha Itto Ryu Keikojo, as well and
Andre Otome from Germany (who lived in Japan for eight years, training with Sasamori Soke) to keep polishing my practise
of Ono-ha Itto Ryu. There is only one way to improve: practice, practice, practice, and afterwards………… more practice. And
I’m looking forward meeting some of you at an event somewhere in the world in the near future!
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Ono-ha Itto-ryu Kenjutsu in Gradara, Italy
A Travel and Training Log
by Kako Lee, Renshi - Mazuru-Kai

Please allow me to share my travel
journal and reflections from my trip
to participate in the Ono-Ha Itto-Ryu
(OHIR) Seminar taught by Takemi
Sasamori, Soke in Gradara, Italy this
past June.
Monday - June 1:
I am not sure about everyone else,
but I often go through a certain
mental process when I prepare
myself for any trip. I usually tried
to prepare myself for all possible
scenarios that might happen during
a trip and formulate a back-up (Plan
B, and possibly a Plan C; yes, I am a
control-freak) just in case something
goes wrong.
While Carl Long, Hanshi and I were
packing our luggage, I realized that
we did not have the boarding passes
to Dublin from Boston. When I called
United Airlines, I was speaking to a
faceless person in the cyber world
who told me “We cannot assist you
because the connection is with Aer Lingus. You have to get the boarding passes at Aer Lingus counter at Logan International
Airport in Boston.” “What?? But…even though I made our reservation through United?!!? Think positive, Kako! It may be
tight, but we have about two hours of layover. We will be fine, right?”
Tuesday - June 2:
As we were driving down to Newark International Airport from Kingston, Pennsylvania, I was mentally going through my
checklist, AGAIN. “Passport? Check. Keikogi and hakama? Check. Has Sensei has his dose of caffeine? Check. I am all set
and ready to go.”
We checked our luggage in and waited at the gate for our flight to Boston. It was past our boarding time but we still did not
see any sign of our plane. “Where’s our plane?” It was the that we heard the announcement that our flight was delayed!! I
was frantically calculating how much time we would have for our connection to Dublin. “Would we make it?!!?” You cannot
imagine how many different scenarios were going through my head!! We landed to Boston, but after an hour’s delay, we
were still not at the gate. The pilot had made an announcement, in his oh-so friendly voice, that the plane had to wait on the
tarmac for an available gate. In the meantime, Long Sensei was trying to find out how far it was to Terminal E from Terminal
B. We found out that we have to take an intra-airport shuttle to Terminal E!! Uh-oh!, we still have to check in and pick up our
boarding passes!! I was really in panic mode!!
We reached the Aer Lingus counter with only 30 minutes until our flight’s deaprture to Dublin, but the agents told us that
they did not have our seats because we did not check in at least 45 minutes prior to departure time!! “You are kidding,
right?!!?” United Airlines and Aer Lingus apparently were not communicating with each other at all. We explained to the
agent that we could not check in sooner because our flight from Newark had been delayed. After few more minutes of
“friendly” discussions, we finally got our boarding passes. Long Sensei and I frantically rushed to the gate hoping that we
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would make it to our plane. You have no idea of the relief
that I felt when we finally settled into our seats!! “I’ve had
enough excitement for a day. Can I relax, now?”
Wednesday - June 3:
After the restless flight from Boston, Sensei and I arrived in
Dublin a little after 5:00 am. I was tired and hungry. I was
longing for a hot shower and a decent meal to eat. “But,
where’s our luggage?” We waited until we were practically
the last ones staring at the empty carousel. Sensei and
I exchanged the “you are kidding me, right?” look. Our
luggage did not make it on our flight and was still stuck
in Boston. The Aer Lingus agent told us that recently
there have been more than 200 instances of lost/delayed
luggages with United flights to Dublin!! She indicated that
we might get our luggage in the afternoon (if we are lucky),
IF our luggage made it to the next flight!
Although we had anticipated just this kind of scenario and
packed few essentials, including keikogi and hakama, in
as our carry-on luggage just in case, I was dreading the
prospect of doing the laundry every night of the seminar
in Gradara.
I felt little more like a “human” after a hot shower and a
hearty Irish breakfast at the hotel in Dublin that we stayed
in for the night. I was awakened from my nap by a phone
call from the front desk with the welcome news that our
luggage has been delivered from the airport! We only
had one more flight; I hoped there won’t be any more
excitement.
Thursday - June 4:
We arrived at Aeroporto Marconi di Bologna, Italy at 11:00
am after an interesting experience at Ryan Airline ticketing
area at the airport in Dublin. For a moment, I thought I was
in a train station in Tokyo during the rush hour! We were so
glad that we made it to Bologna! We are almost there to
Gradara!
Sensei and I waited at the Bologna Airport for Marc Mebis
Sensei and his wife, Nancy, to arrive at 4:30 pm. After three
hours of driving, we finally made it to Gradara. I was so
relieved and grateful that we made it to Gradara in one
piece after over 48 hours of travel!
We had an opportunity to walk around the Gradara castle
and saw a beautiful sunset. Gradara is a lovely and peaceful
place.
Friday – June 5:
Our first day of training! Long Sensei, Mebis Sensei, and I
arrived at a gymnasium located near Gradara Castle. I felt
like a child getting ready for the first day of school. I was
excited to train with Sasamori Soke and other practitioners,
but at the same time, I was anxious about not knowing
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what to expect.
I remembered Long Sensei told me that in OHIR, there’s only
one “Sensei” and everyone else is a student, but that being the
case, what is the appropriate etiquette and protocol? Where
should I stand to line-up for the Opening Reiho? I felt like a
little sister tagging along a big brother to a big people’s event.
I came to the resolution and told myself, “Shut-up, gi-up, and
just train and just follow the Long Sensei’s lead.”
After an Opening Reiho and a brief introduction by our Italian
host of Sasamori Soke and his two assistant instructors,
Ishizaki Sensei and Asai Sensei, we began our training. We
started with the group warm-up, Kake-kyuhin kamae, and
Te no Uchi drills. We spent lots of time going over reishiki,
including “ma-ai” with our partner; how to place the sword;
the correct angle of the sword; timing of bowing; metsuke;
etc. It very “Zen-like” as we prepared ourselves to be one
with our surroundings. We then moved on to “Shin-Gyo-Sou
/ Midare Dome” and Kirioroshi drills with a partner. We spent
the majority of morning session refining reishiki and hihon.
Asai Sensei and Ishizaki Sensei demonstrated every time before
we moved on to something. It was amazing to hear Sasamori
Soke’s insight as he explained the “ri-ai” and principles of each
technique or kumitachi. We were constantly rotating and it
was a great experience to able to train with different partners
with various levels of martial arts experiences and physical
attributes.
It was hot and humid. I was exhausted and I had hard time
keeping my concentration by the late afternoon.
Saturday - June 6:
It was another beautiful day in Gradara. The temperature was
in upper 90’s with no breeze and high humidity. I drank about
a total of two to three liters of water and Gatorade during the
periodic short breaks to keep myself hydrated. I could see my
legs swelling up from the heat and humidity.
Similar to the first day, we went through the kumitachi at a
steady pace. I started to feel overwhelmed with the amount
of detail and information that were being provided to us. At
the same time, I was frustrated and felt inadequate for not
being able to retain the information to properly execute the
techniques.
Long Sensei saw my frustration and told me, “Kako, this is the
once in a lifetime opportunity where we can train and learn
straight from the source. It is important to remember the kata
and techniques but what is more important now is to retain
and understand Sasamori Soke’s insight and the essence of
the waza.”
I felt relief hearing that from Long Sensei, but at the same
time, I felt ashamed of myself for losing sight of what was most
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important in this seminar. We have a tendency to focus only on techniques and neglect the understanding of the essence
of what makes that waza or kata unique. There is nothing wrong with training to perfect our techniques, but Long Sensei
reminded me that there are more important things that we need to cultivate and attain on the path of Koryu Budo..
That night, we had a much welcomed banquet at a beautiful beach side hotel in Pesaro. It was a very open and friendly
atmosphere that enhanced the cultivation of comradery within the group. And the food and wine were great!! It was wonderful
to meet and share this precious time on and off the floor with new members in our budo family!
Sunday - June 7:
It was another hot and humid day in Gradara. It was already over 90 degree when we started our training at 9:00 am. “Where’s
the rain?” I wished it would rain so that it might get cooler. We still had many kata to go through to make it through the 50
Odachi kata. My brain was completely fried, and all I could do was to take one movement at a time.
When we concluded the three-day training with and embu in front of Sasamori Soke, I felt a great sense of accomplishment
and relief. It was an honor to be on the floor training with approximately 40 OHIR practitioners from Belgium, Germany,
Ireland, Japan, Switzerland, the United States, and Italy. It did not matter what one’s gender, nationality, belief system, or
sexual orientation might be. We were all there for one purpose only: to practise On-ha Itto Ryu Kenjutsu. That is exactly what
we did and we had a great time!
Sasamori Soke, at the age of 82, still travels globally to teach and share his knowledge of OHIR. I was humbled by his compassion
and generosity to each student on the floor. I deeply respect his determination and energy to keep the legacy of OHIR alive to
pass it on to the next generation.
By the same token, as I reflect on my experience in Gradara, I also came back with a renewed sense of honor and privilege to
be a part of the KNBK and to have Carl Long, Hanshi Sensei as my teacher. In the past, I have had an opportunity to travel with
Long Sensei to many parts of the world. However, this was the first time in more than 15 years that I was on the same floor
with Long Sensei as a student. He trained as hard, and probably even harder, than anyone of us on the floor each day. It was
clear to see his love and passion for the koryu arts but even more significantly, it was clear to see his determination and thirst
to attain knowledge for the benefit for his students and KNBK.
I feel fortunate and honored to have had the opportunity to train Ono-Ha Itto-Ryu in Gradara, Italy with Long Sensei. It is my
humble hope and desire that someday I can emulate his patience and deep compassion as a Sensei.
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Different Modes of Training
by Philip Fairbrother, Sensei - Sakura Dojo of Lake Keowee

Injuries suck…they just do…everyone gets them and
everyone knows they suck.

But training goes on anyway, and at this particular seminar
I found myself sitting on the sidelines with a bum knee.
I find Carl Long, Hanshi’s stories and teachings fascinating,
so though I was bummed (because injuries suck) I was still
very attentive, trying to catch everything that Sensei was
saying.

granted.

I offer my gratitude to our Teacher for yet another pearl of
wisdom.

At one point in the training, Sensei looked over at me and
announced to the class that what I was doing was also
training. Watching a class is still training; it’s called Meitori
Geiko; to see and grab with your eyes. As with anything else,
there is a proper way to train in Meitori Geiko, an improper
way, and a really improper way. Sitting up straight with
both feet flat on the floor, your back away from the back of
the chair and your hands on your knees is the proper way
to engage. Slouching back against the back of the chair
is improper…and slouching back with your feet crossed
at the ankles in front of you is even worse. Having your
arms crossed over your chest is really improper; showing
what can be as disdain for what is going on in front of you.
This is the worst way to comport yourself when watching
training.
This information was good to hear, and, of course, I
was then sitting a little straighter and being even more
attentive.
Then Sensei also relayed a story about Masayuki
Shimabukuro Hanshi after he received the Shogo title of
Hanshi from Takeyuki Miura Hanshi in 2003. This added
responsibility seemed to cause a change. Shortly after
receiving this honour, Shimabukuro Sensei was teaching
a seminar which Long Sensei was attending. It seemed
that Shimabukuro Sensei was being unusually tough
and critical on the participants. After the seminar Long
Sensei voiced his observations and Shimabukuro Sensei
simply said, “Oh, Carl-san, I don’t have time to be nice….
I don’t know how long I have…and I have to give as much
information as I can while I can.”
The impact of this story was also significant for me. None
of us know how long we are going to be walking this
earth. When we train we should train. When we are doing
something else we should do that. But we should always
be fully engaged. As Sensei often says, time is something
we can’t get back.
So as breathing is breathing; training is training. I think
I may have learned a little better not to take either for
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Dojo Profile: Pikes Peak Budokan
by John Martin, Sensei - Pikes Peak Budokan

Thank you for the honor of to provide a Dojo Spotlight in this
issue of the Kagami. We are Pikes Peak Budokan, located
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. We offer Aikido, traditional
Uechi Ryu Karatedo, and Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu Iaijutsu.
Our setting is that of beautiful Colorado Springs with Pikes
Peak directly to the west of the city. It is home to the United
States Air Force Academy as well.
My training background began in 1992 with the study of Uechi
Ryu Karate-do under the tutelage of Jack Robinson Sensei in
Chicopee, Massachusetts. I then moved to Colorado Springs
and forged a relationship with the Serbian Community which
has very good teachers in Uechi-Ryu, ultimately bringing me
to Belgrade, Serbia for further train in Uechi-Ryu. I continue
to teach and train under the guidance of Milan Dimitrieski
Renshi in this art. Uechi-Ryu contains a kata known as Seisan
(translated by some as 13 steps ), in which there is an open
hand defense against a katana. Naturally I was curious as to
other techniques that exits with the Japanese sword, but my
studies in Uechi-Ryu were all consuming at that time.
In 2012, I was told by my cardiologist that they had found a
faulty aortic valve and an aneurysm in my heart. It was required
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that I have open heart surgery to correct this deficiency.
During my down time after the procedure, I began to read
more about the Japanese sword arts and came across the
Black Belt DVD series that Masayuki Shimabakuro Hanshi
and Carl Long Hanshi had made. I immediately connected
with the content as it related in so many ways to Uechi-Ryu
as well. I decided to call Long Sensei and I left a message with
him relating my interest in pursuing this form of traditional
Japanese budo further. I expected that I would hear from a
senior student from the dojo at some point, but to my great
surprise Long Sensei himself called and we spoke for some
time on the phone. I felt a very strong traditional presence
emanating from this man and it filled me with admiration
and respect. Unfortunately, during the conversation I had
also learned of the recent passing of Shimabakuro Sensei
and I truly mourn that I was not able to meet this wonderful
man and tell him how both he and Long Sensei had touched
me. Shimabakuro Sensei is warmly remembered at the dojo
Kamidana each and every class.
Since that time Pikes Peak Budokan has been connected
with Robin Ramirez Shushii and we have been honored to
be able to attend gasshuku as well as having been able to
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host him as well in Colorado Springs. We are a small, but
dedicated group of practitioners in Muso Jikiden Eishin Ryu
Iaijutsu consisting of eleven of us that range from 7 to 67
years of age and growing step by step in the art. If you are
ever in the area, we hope that you stop in so that we can
practice together.
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Upcoming Events and Seminars - 2015

2015 KNBK Fall Gasshuku at Split Rock Lodge & Resort
November 20th - 22nd
Lake Harmony, Pennsylvania
The KNBK will host the 2015 International training weekend on November 20, 21 and 22 in the heart of the
beautiful Pocono Mountains. This will be the first Open Gasshuku seminar focusing on an entire weekend
of Karate, Kobudo, Iaido, Kenjutsu and Jodo. Participants will have the opportunity to train for three days
in one or all of the arts supported by the KNBK. Seminar classes will be conducted by advanced level KNBK
instructors as well as internationally known guest instructors. We have reserved a 120’ X 105’ training area to
accommodate the practice of several ongoing budo sessions. That’s 12,600 sq. feet of budo training!
The Gasshuku will feature a training seminar schedule that allows our members to elect multiple arts over the
weekend or concentrate on a single discipline for the entire weekend of training. You will have a unique opportunity
to interact with our KNBK budo family and enjoy the broad spectrum of the KNBK martial traditions.
Japan Karate-Do
Shito-Ryu is the style of Karate-do that is one of the major authentic styles of Japanese Karate-do which is still taught
staying very close to its traditional Okinawan roots. You can learn personal safety, proper etiquette, and good leadership and
also learn how to move (coordination and good balance), blocking, punching, kicking and escaping (Jujutsu). These karate
seminars will be conducted by our Shito Ryu, Ryuei Ryu, and Shorin Ryu instructors and friends from around the world.
Shindo Muso Ryu Jodo
Jodo is a Japanese traditional martial arts weapon which is about 400 years old founded by Muso Gonnosuke Katsuyoshi.
It focuses on using a 4 foot long plain oak wooden staff. While this wooden stick had a peaceful, non-threatening look,
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it changed to become a tremendous weapon. Jo-Do is based on true fighting techniques, and also teaches defending
techniques, etiquette (manners), concentration, focus, and understanding distance. Jo-Do training prepares you to learn
the best self defense against the weakness of the sword. Jo-Do training also trains you to defend against other weapons.
Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu Iaido
Iaido is the Japanese martial art of swordsmanship, which emphasizes drawing and cutting with
the samurai sword (called a ‘katana’) in a single fluid motion. Muso Jikiden Eishin-ryu is a ‘koryu
bujutsu’ (which means ‘traditional martial art’) with a direct lineage back over 450 years to its founder,
Hayashizaki Jinsuke Shigenobu, who developed this particular style of swordsmanship.
Ono Ha Itto Ryu Kenjutsu
Ono Ha Itto-Ryu has 150 techniques as well as the most practical philosophy as compared to other major sword styles.
While the other styles may put emphasis on religious and spiritual enrichment and meanings to swordsmanship,
Ono Ha Itto-Ryu concentrates more on wielding the sword itself. It prefers to focus and adhere to the idea, possibility
and techniques that allow a person to cut down his opponent in a single strike. Although the Ono Ha Itto-Ryu
was said to have been influenced by Zen as a result of Ono Tadaaki’s association with a priest Soho Takuan, the
single strike principle remains to be a core value and is continued to be practiced by the style to this day.

2015 KNBK Gasshuku Registration
The 3 Day Seminar weekend fee is $300.00 USD, covering the cost of seminar training and will include a lunch
each training day. Registration can be completed though the KNBK website (http://www.knbk.org/calendar).
Location: Split Rock Resort, Lake Harmony, PA
Contact: Hombu Dojo - Carl Long, Hanshi
Phone: 570.288.7865
Email: hombu@knbk.org
Website: http://knbk.org
KNBK Celebration Banquet
Saturday Evening, November 21st
The Gasshuku weekend at Split Rock Resort & Lodge will also play host to our formal evening Celebration Banquet
commemorating several landmark occurrences. (The banquet is open to non-participants in the training weekend.)
We will recognize 40 years of Miura Takeyuki Hidefusa’s founding of our specific line of budo. It will also be a
celebration of the 25th year of our Hombu dojo’s established location, Sakura Budokan. We would also like to
invite each of you to join us to celebrate the inauguration of our current So-Shihan’s DNBK acknowledgement
as the successor to our MJER line and his Hanshi title bestowal. It will be our first KNBK formal banquete
and we hope you will enjoy the camaraderie and friendship with your fellow budo brethren.
We are extending a special invitation to any of our friends and family to join us for this special celebration, even if
you are not currently training or spending the entire weekend training with us. The banquet registration will be done
separately from our seminar registrations so that we may enjoy the evening in celebration with our present and past
KNBK members, Sakura Budokan alumni, friends and their families. We hope you will join us for a memorable evening.
The KNBK Celebration banquet will be a catered affair and will include a 1 hour welcome reception including a one hour
open Beer and Wine Bar. The Dinner will feature a choice of two salads and entrees, dessert and non-alcoholic beverages.
A cash bar will be available for those wishing additional adult beverages. The Banquet and Welcome Reception registration
fee is $75.00 per person. Registration can be completed though the KNBK website (http://www.knbk.org/calendar).
*The Split Rock Lodge Resort offers a choice of several restaurants and bars on site for your additional
meals and entertainment opportunities. We know you will enjoy the dining and amenities provided.
The 2015 Gasshuku Venue - Split Rock Lodge & Resort: A Fantastic Location!
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Kagami Book
The Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai is pleased to offer *Kagami* by Masayuki Shimabukuro Hanshi. This book, available in a
hardbound volume or as an eBook, is the collection of all articles by Shimabukuro Hanshi that appeared in Kagami from the
first issue in 2006 through the summer of 2012. Now, they are all in available in one volume. The production of these books
was conceived of and spearheaded by Bob Morris Doshi of the JKI/KNBK Socal Dojo in San Diego, with the approval of Carl
E. Long, Hanshi and Soshihan of the KNBK. The forward to the book was written by Erik Johnstone Doshi, Editor of Kagami:
The Newsletter of the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai, who collaborated on this series of articles with Shimabukuro Hanshi.
Long Hanshi recently offered the following comments regarding this collection:
“ I cannot think of a better word to describe this collection of insights and prose. The word “Anthology” comes from the Medieval Latin
“anthologia”, literally: a “flower gathering.” This collection of thoughts blossomed from the minds and practice of the Samurai Warrior
traditions and have been preserved here in a collection of articles and wisdom imparted by a 21st SoShihan of the Muso Jikiden Eishin
Ryu school of swordsmanship.
Wisdom is priceless.”
On behalf of Long Hanshi, Morris Doshi, and the KNBK, we are proud to offer “Kagami” to all of our members. The following links will allow you to
preview and purchase the book:

- To preview and purchase the hardcover edition, please visit:
http://blur.by/1aTtnYm
- To preview and purchase the eBook, please visit:
http://store.blurb.com/ebooks/453063-kagami
We hope that you all enjoy this volume and benefit greatly from the teachings contained within its covers. Please join us in thanking Morris Doshi
for his dedicated effort in making this book possible and Long Hanshi for his support. And we thank all of you for your support in the ongoing
project that is Kagami.
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS:
As ever, we at Kagami welcome and encourage the active involvement in and contributions to Kagami by all members of
the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai. Submissions could be in the form of articles, announcements, dojo and instructor profiles for
the Dojo Spotlight section, event announcements and reports, appropriate media reviews, or photos and images.
Please feel free to send in materials at any time; we will do our best to include them in as early as possible, but we are also
always happy to have a surplus of content, especially in the form of feature articles, photos, artwork, and Dojo Spotlight
profiles (if your dojo has not yet been featured in Kagami, please feel free to send in a profile. Don’t forget to include
photos!). Kagami is YOUR publication, so please do not hesitate to contribute material. We can’t do it without you.

Kagami: A Publication of the Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai
Advisor: Carl E. Long, Hanshi ; Kaicho & Soshihan
Kokusai Nippon Budo Kai
Editor-in-Chief: Erik A. Johnstone, Doshi
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Graphic Design: Robin McGuirl
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